A BSS machine is δ-uniform if it does not use exact tests; such machines are equivalent (modulo parameters) to Type 2 Turing machines. We de ne a notion of closure related to Turing machines for archimedean elds, and show that such elds admit nontrivial δ-uniformly decidable sets iff they are not Turing closed. Then, the partially ordered set of Turing closed elds is proved isomorphic to the ideal completion of unsolvability degrees.
Introduction
In a previous paper 2], the authors have introduced a version of the BSS model of computability 1] in which exact tests are not allowed. Essentially, a BSS machine is δ-uniform iff its halting set and computed function do not change when the test for equality with 0 is replaced with a test for membership to an arbitrary ball around 0. A set is δ-uniformly semi-decidable iff it is the halting set of a δ-uniform BSS machine; such sets are always open (in the ball topology).
There is a strict relation between δ-uniform computability and recursive analysis, i.e., Type 2 recursion theory; in fact, for any archimedean eld the halting sets of δ-uniform BSS machines with coef cients in T (the eld of Turing computable reals) or Q are exactly the halting sets of Type 2 Turing machines 2]. Thus, the restriction of δ-uniformity reduces the full power of the BSS model, making it closer to Turing machines.
In this paper we solve a problem left open in 2], i.e., the characterization of the archimedean elds in which nontrivial δ-uniform decidable sets exist. Such sets, which must be clopen, do not exist in R by a simple connectedness argument; however, all archimedean elds are totally disconnected in the ball topology, which calls for a more sophisticated approach. We shall introduce a notion of Turing closure of an archimedean eld, and prove that a eld possesses δ-uniformly decidable sets iff it is not Turing closed. Moreover, if a function is δ-uniformly computable on a Turing closed eld then it is rational over each of the connected components induced on the halting set by the reals. Note that the notion of Turing closure has an independent mathematical interest, as it deeply relates algebra and decidability theory; indeed, the proofs of the previous results require a nontrivial intertwining between topological, computational and algebraic arguments.
Finally, we relate Turing closures and degree theory 9] by proving the following result: the partially ordered set of Turing closed elds is isomorphic to that of ideals of unsolvability degrees. This gives a wealth of examples of Turing closed elds, and allows to prove several general theorems (such as the existence of minimal Turing closed elds).
The computation models
The problem of giving rm foundations to the notion of algorithm in a non-discrete realm has given rise to two opposing solutions:
• on one hand, following Turing 12] , it is possible to study computations of Turing machines whose input tapes contain representations of real numbers (and which are allowed to output similar representations, as well): this approach is known as Type 2 recursion theory 14];
• on the other hand, one can take real numbers as primitive atomic objects, and study computational models which can operate on such objects altogether, making exact computations and tests: this is precisely the viewpoint adopted in the BSS model 1].
In a previous paper 2], the authors introduced the so-called δ-uniform machines, i.e., ( nite dimensional) BSS machines which do not perform exact comparisons: in other words, a δ-uniform machine can only decide whether two numbers are very close, but cannot decide whether they are truly equal or not.
In the following, we always consider machines working on an archimedean eld R (recall that such elds are just sub elds of R, so we can freely identify the elements of R with real numbers; moreover, R is real, i.e., −1 is not a sum of squares).
δ-uniform BSS machines
A nite dimensional (normalized) BSS machine 1] is just a non-discrete version of a Random Access Machine: it takes inputs from R n and produces outputs from R, using a state space whose registers contain elements of R. Informally, the program is described by a nite owchart, where each non-nal node is either a computation node or a branching node. Computation nodes have just one successor, and they are associated with a rational function of the state space into itself. Branching nodes have two successors, and the decision about which branch to take depends on whether the rst coordinate x 1 of the state space is negative or not. A δ-uniform machine is a BSS machine in which a successful negativity test implies that the argument is strictly negative, while an unsuccessful test just claims that the argument was positive or in a neighbourhood of 0.
Formally, given a BSS machine M and a δ ≥ 0 (called a threshold), we de ne the δ-computing endomorphism much as in the classical case 1], but substituting the test case as follows:
if q is a branching node.
This induces a δ-halting set (denoted by 2. a nite number of write-only one-way output tapes (possibly none), on which the machine is supposed to write representations of elements of R;
3. some other work tapes, initially blank.
The nite control is de ned as usual via a nite set of states and a transition function. The only differences with a standard Turing machine are the possibility of lling completely the input tapes, and of considering nonstopping machines as machines outputting elements of R.
The following theorem, proved in 2], gives an equivalence between δ-uniform and Type 2 decidability; the proof relies on dovetailing the emulation of a δ-uniform machine for all dyadic thresholds: Theorem 1 Let X ⊆ R n . Then X is δ-uniformly semi-decidable by a machine M with coef cients α 1 , . . . , α r iff there exist a Type 2 Turing machine M ′ with n + r input tapes such that for all x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ R n x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ X ⇐⇒ M ′ halts on input x 1 , . . . , x n , α 1 , . . . , α r .
Turing extensions
Recall that any ordered archimedean eld is (isomorphic to) an ordered sub eld of R 13]: in the sequel, we shall use this fact and thus consider such elds simply as sub elds of R. An abstract theory of Turing closure (also for more general elds) is of course developpable along these lines as long as the elements of the involved elds are representable as in nite binary strings; the construction described here, in fact, should be more properly called real Turing closure. We leave these considerations to future work: for the rest of the paper, the word eld will denote sub elds of R.
De nition 2 Let R be a eld, and R ⊆ F a eld extension. An element a ∈ F is said to be Turing over R iff there are n ∈ N, b ∈ R n and a Turing machine M (with n input tapes) such that In other words, an element a is Turing over R if there is a Turing machine which outputs a, using a nite number of elements of R as input. Some easy facts can be remarked: each element of a eld is Turing over that eld (just using a Turing machine with one single input tape, on which the element itself is written). Moreover, since R has no ordered extensions at all, it is clearly Turing closed (and it is, in fact, the largest Turing closed eld). We also note that, as any familiar closure operator, Turing closure is monotone and idempotent. Finally, since Q is contained in any eld and the Turing closure of Q is T, we obtain that T is contained in every Turing closed eld; as a consequence, the transcendence degree of a Turing closed eld is equal to its cardinality.
Proposition 1 
Turing extension vs. algebraic extensions
In this section we prove that if a real number α is algebraic over a certain eld R, then it can be produced by a Turing machine with inputs in that eld; thus, α is also Turing over R, and as a consequence Turing closed elds are real closed 8]. Moreover, we show that there is a Turing machine M which loses a linear number of digits of its input a in writing α.
We rstly quote the following result from 4]; it is concerned with the convergence speed of Newton's method for nding the roots of a polynomial:
Lemma 1 Let p(x) ∈ R x] be a polynomial, and α be a root of p; de ne the following function
which is Newton's rational transform. Then, there exists an interval I and an ε ∈ (0, 1) such that the following hold:
• T p is de ned on every point of I, and T p (a) ∈ I for all a ∈ I;
• for all z ∈ I and every n, |T n p (z) − α| ≤ (1 − ε) n . We now note that rational functions can be computed losing a constant number of digits:
Lemma 2 Let f (x) ∈ R(x) be a rational function, and C be a compact subset of R on which f is de ned. Then, there exist a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ R, a Turing machine M with n + 1 input tapes, and an integer constant c such that
• for every a ∈ C, the machine M on input a 1 , . . . , a n , a produces f (a) as output;
• for every k ≥ c, k bits of output are produced after reading at most k − c bits of input.
Proof. Clearly there exist an n ∈ N and a rational function g ∈ Q(x 1 , . . . , x n , x) such that f (x) = g(a 1 , . . . , a n )(x), with a i ∈ R. Let A = {a 1 , . . . , a n }.
We use induction on the structure of g: if g is a variable or a constant, then c = 0. If g = h 1 h 2 , then we obtain by induction constants c i for h i (a 1 , . . . , a n )(x). Then, for every a ∈ C by the bounds given in 3] we have that |h 1 (a 1 , . . . , a n )(a)|, |h 2 (a 1 , . . . , a n )(a)|})⌋ ≤ max{c 1 , c 2 } + 6 + log(max{1, |h 1 (a 1 , . . . , a n )(a)|, |h 2 (a 1 , . . . , a n )(a)|})
additional digits of the inputs are suf cient in order to output g(a 1 , . . . , a n )(a). The last expression is a continuous function of a, which can be maximized over C by compactness. Thus, we obtain a constant c for g. The treatment of sum and inversion is analogous. So, we obtain the following:
Theorem 2 Let α be algebraic over R. Then there is an a ∈ R n and a Turing machine M such that M(a) = α and the number of bits of a used by M in order to output k bits of α is pk + q for some
Proof. Consider the minimum polynomial p(x) ∈ R x] of α. By Lemma 1 there is an interval I of length smaller than 1 entirely contained in the basin of α and an 0 < ε < 1 such that
Let now c be the constant given by Lemma 2 for T p (z) on the interval I, and d = − log(1−ε) > 0. We note that since T p (z) ∈ I for all z ∈ I, we can apply Lemma 2 to the iterates of T p , obtaining that the computation of T n p on k input bits guarantees at least k − cn correct output bits. We write T n p (z)] k for the result of evaluating T n p (z) using k bits of the inputs (i.e., of the coef cients of p(x) and of z). Then, we have
In order to bound the last sum, one essentially equates the exponents, obtaining the following functions of the desired number l of output bits:
Note that n(l) > 0; moreover (omitting the explicit dependence on l),
so cn < k for all l ≥ 0. Now observe that
. Finally,
Corollary 1 If α is algebraic over R, then it is Turing over R as well.
Topological preliminaries
We now proceed to prove a series of topological lemmata, which will be essential in showing the connection between δ-uniform computability and Turing closed elds.
De nition 3 Given a connected topological space T and a dense subspace D ⊆ T, for every set
Of course, this construction depends both on T and D: they will be always clear from the context. 
Proof. (i). A∩ B
(ii). By monotonicity of the interior operator.
2 An open set is regular if it is the interior of its own closure.
(iv). One side is trivial by (iii); for the other inclusion, 
• ⊆ A, which implies C ⊂ C ∪ U ⊆ A, contradicting the maximality of C. We conclude that every neighbourhood of x must contain points of
, and 
Finally, suppose that ∂ A = ∂ B = ?; then T =Ā ∪B = A ∪ B, which is impossible, if T is connected, unless one of the two sets is empty.
Decidability and Turing closure
We are now in the position to prove the following: Theorem 3 The following conditions are equivalent: (i). there is an n > 0, an open subset Z ⊆ R n ⊆ R n such that Z is connected, and a nonempty set X ⊂ Z which is δ-uniformly decidable relative to Z ;
(ii). there is a nonempty set X ⊂ (0, 1) ∩ R which is δ-uniformly decidable relative to (0, 1) ∩ R.
(iii). there is an α ∈ R \ R which is Turing over R; (iv) . there is an α ∈ R \ R such that {x ∈ R | x < α} is δ-uniformly decidable. Proof. (i)⇒(ii). Let X ′ = Z \ X. By applying Lemma 3 with T = Z and D = Z , we have that (ii)⇒(iii). We de ne a Turing machine working as follows: given a dyadic interval (l, r) containing some points of both X and X ′ , and initially set to (0, 1), we nd the minimum k > 0 such that the set of 2 k − 1 dyadics of the form l + i(r − l)/2 k , for 0 < i < 2 k , intersects both X and X ′ (in order to decide membership to X and X ′ we use Theorem 1); note that this minimization is terminating because the numbers of this form for all k are dense in (l, r), and thus must intersect both X and X ′ , which both contain open neighbourhoods (i.e., intervals) in (l, r) ∩ R. Then, we nd the rst j such that l + j (r − l)/2 k ∈ X but l + ( j + 1)(r − l)/2 k ∈ X ′ (we exchange the r ole of X and X ′ if such a j does not exists), and restart the process on the interval (l + j (r − l)/2 k , l + ( j + 1)(r − l)/2 k ), which certainly contains points of both X and X ′ (because they are open), and whose length is at most |r −l|/2. The sequence of intervals thus de ned cannot converge to a point of R (by openness of X and X ′ ); hence, it converges to some number α ∈ R\ R, whose signed binary digits can be increasingly output each time a new subinterval is found. (iii)⇒(iv). Take the Turing machine M writing α and emulate it with a δ-uniform machine M ′ . Then, for every input a generate α with enough precision in order to decide whether a < α or a > α (the case α = a being impossible). (iv)⇒(i). Take Z = R. The main application of the previous theorem is the following Corollary 2 Let R be an archimedean eld. There are nontrivial δ-uniformly decidable subsets of R n iff R is not Turing closed.
In particular, there are no nontrivial decidable subsets of (any power of) the eld T and of R. We now prove also some restrictions about the functions computed over Turing closed elds: Theorem 4 Let M be a δ-uniform machine, and C a component of M . If R is Turing closed, then ϕ M |C∩R n is a rational function.
Proof. Let f a be the rational function of the input computed by M on input a, B = C ∩ R n , and suppose ϕ M |B is not the restriction of a rational function. This implies that for some rational function g the sets X = {a ∈ B | f a = g} and B \ X are both nonempty. Note that B = C is connected by Lemma 3, and that X (hence B \ X) is δ-uniformly decidable relative to B. Indeed, consider E = Q(a 1 , . . . , a r ) ⊆ R, the extension of Q obtained by adding all the constants appearing in the program of M (i.e., the coef cients of all the polynomials de ning M). By the primitive element theorem 8] we can recode all constants appearing in the program of M as elements of Q(x 1 , . . . , x s ) x]/ p(x) , where p(x) is the principal ideal generated by a certain irreducible polynomial in Q(x 1 , . . . , x s ) and s ≤ r. We follow the computation of M with a machine M ′ which also keeps track of the intermediate results of the computation of M under the form of polynomials (the variables now being the input) with coef cient in Q(x 1 , . . . , x s ) x]/ p(x) ; when M stops, the rational function computed can be tested exactly against g (also g can be coded, since its coef cients belong to E). By Theorem 3, R is not Turing closed. This implies, in particular, that the only total functions which are δ-uniformly computable on a Turing closed elds are the rational functions. Moreover, Theorem 4 gives also a necessary condition, as explained by the following Theorem 5 Let R be a eld which is not Turing closed. Then, there exists a δ-uniform machine M computing a total function which is not rational.
Proof. We know, from Theorem 3, that there is some α ∈ R such that A = {x ∈ R | x < α} is δ-uniformly decidable. Then the characteristic function χ A : R → {0, 1} (which is clearly not rational) is computable.
Degrees of unsolvability and Turing closed elds
The notion of Turing closure gives a complete answer to the problem of the existence of sets δ-uniformly decidable over R. However, the existence of Turing closed elds besides T and R is questionable, as well as the overall structure of the partially ordered set of Turing closed sub elds of R.
In this section we deeply relate Turing closed elds and degrees of unsolvability from classical recursion theory. Essentially, we will show that the ideal completion of the partially ordered set of degrees is isomorphic to that of Turing closed sub elds of R.
Consider a set A ⊆ N; let µ A be the least positive integer included in A (1 if A does not contain any positive integer), and let σ A be either 1 or −1, depending on whether 0 ∈ A or not. De ne
It should be clear that, for any non-dyadic real number a, there exists exactly one set A (which is neither nite nor co nite) such that ρ(A) = a: this set will be denoted by ρ −1 (a), and will be called the set representing a. We de ne the degree of a, denoted by dg a, as the degree of unsolvability 4 of ρ −1 (a) 10, 5] ; moreover, we let dg a = 0 for every dyadic rational a. Note that this representation and the representation used in the previous sections are equivalent in a computable way 5 . In the following, we shall consider ideals over the set of degrees; recall that a subset I of a sup-semilattice is an ideal if (i). I is non-empty; (ii). it is downward-closed, i.e., if ≤ Ŵ ∈ I then also ∈ I; (iii). it is closed under binary suprema, i.e., if , Ŵ ∈ I then also ∨ Ŵ ∈ I.
It is easy to see that every non-empty set S is included in a minimum ideal S, the ideal generated by S, which satis es ∈ S ⇐⇒ ≤ Ŵ∈T Ŵ for some nite subset T of S.
In particular, the minimum ideal generated by a single element is called the principal ideal of . In the following, the word ideal will always mean ideal over the poset of degrees . It is worth noting that:
Lemma 5 Let R be a sub eld of R. A real number a is Turing over R iff dg a ∈ dg R. Proof. We must prove that a is Turing over R iff there exists a nite B ⊆ R such that dg a ≤ b∈B dg b. There is a Turing machine M which outputs a using b 1 , . . . , b n ∈ R as input iff there is an oracle Turing machine M ′ (using n oracles) which decides membership to ρ −1 (a), using
as oracles (we can assume without loss of generality that all reals are nondyadic; dyadic rationals can be easily ruled out, since they are all computable). This happens iff there is another machine M ′′ which decides ρ −1 (a) using
hence the result. Our rst result concerning the relation between ideals and Turing closed elds is the following: Theorem 6 For each ideal I, the set
is a Turing closed eld.
Proof. We rst prove that (I ) is a eld (we just consider the case of addition; for multiplication and inverses the situation is analogous). Suppose that a, b ∈ (I ) (if a, b or a + b are dyadic, the proof trivializes); since I is an ideal, dg a ∨ dg b ∈ I, and so there is an element c in (I ) which codes the set ρ
Since addition is computable in positive notation for non-dyadics, there is a machine which outputs a + b using c as input; this proves that a + b ∈ (I ). Turing closure is implied immediately by Lemma 5. It is clear that is a monotone operator, i.e., I ⊆ J implies (I ) ⊆ ( J). We now prove that: 5 In fact, the degree of a real number is essentially independent of the chosen representation, as long as the representation of a number α can be converted to ρ −1 (α) back-and-forth in a recursive (non necessarily uniform) way. This happens for all classical representations see 6]. 6 We denote with A 1 + · · · + A n the coding of the disjoint union of the A i 's, represented as { i, x | x ∈ A i }, which a subset of N by Cantor pairing. As a consequence, is an isomorphism between the poset of ideals and the poset of Turing closed elds.
Proof. To prove (i), suppose rst that R is Turing closed; if ≤ Ŵ ∈ dg R, then for every A ∈ we have ρ(A) ∈ R by Lemma 5 and Turing closure of R. Analogously, if , Ŵ ∈ dg R then every c with dg c = ∨ Ŵ is Turing over R by Lemma 5 , and thus in R; hence, dg c ∈ dg R. Claim (ii) is just a restatement of Lemma 5 using Proposition 1. Finally, injectivity of is straightforward, because every degree is the degree of some set (and thus also of some real number), and surjectivity follows from (i).
8 The complete lattice of Turing closed elds Theorem 7 establishes an important relation between the structure of Turing closed elds and the poset of degrees of unsolvability; we can thus inherit many of the results so far obtained in the theory of degrees interpreting them as results on Turing closed elds. We just sketch some examples in this direction. A theorem of Spector 11] proves that there exist minimal degrees; this yields immediately the following Theorem 8 There exists a minimal Turing closed eld, i.e., a Turing closed eld whose only Turing closed (proper) sub eld is T.
Spector's result about the existence of minimal degrees is actually a special case of a more general theorem, due to Lachan and Lebeuf 7] , proving that every countable sup-semilattice with a least element is isomorphic to a countable ideal of degrees. This implies that: Theorem 9 The ideal completion of every countable sup-semilattice with a least element is isomorphic to the poset of Turing closed sub elds of some Turing closed eld.
Call a Turing closed eld R principal iff dg R is a principal ideal, i.e., if R = {a ∈ R | dg a ≤ dg r} for some r ∈ R (which is called the generator of R). Principal elds are always countable, because every degree lies above a countable number of degrees 9]. Spector 11] proved that, for every countable ideal I, there exist two degrees 1 , 2 such that I = {Ŵ | Ŵ < 1 and Ŵ < 2 }; from this we obtain: Theorem 10 Let R be a countable Turing closed eld. Then, one of the following holds: (i). there are two principal Turing closed elds R 1 , R 2 such that R = R 1 ∩ R 2 ;
(ii). there is some r ∈ R such that R = {a | dg a < dg r}. Proof. Consider the ideal dg R: Spector's theorem says that either dg R is the intersection of two principal ideals (in the case that 1 and 2 are incomparable), or there is some degree satisfying the second condition.
